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THERE ARE WORMS IN MY FRUIT SALAD!

John Berry 
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johnberry@psu.edu 

Many	customers	say	that	they	can	sense	friendly,	customer-oriented	produce	staff	almost	from	the	time	they	walk	into	
the market.  But it isn’t always just the way the employees notice them.

The cleanliness and readiness for business of the department, and the care and beauty that the merchandising of the 
department conveys, all contribute to that sense of welcome and comfort that is communicated to the customer.  And 
all are an integral part to customer service.

Customer Complaints
The professional produce clerk not only welcomes requests for information, but uses customer complaints as an excel-
lent opportunity to help win over customers.

Handling complaints well requires application of the basic techniques of good customer service.  In most cases, the 
anger	or	frustrations	of	a	dis-satisfied	customer	will	be	diffused	by	being	treated	in	a	way	that	shows	you	care	about	
the customer and their problem.

When a customer approaches you, greet them with a friendly smile.  Listen attentively and sympathetically while the 
customer describes their problem, and don’t interrupt until they have let out all frustration.  Ask questions (if neces-
sary)	so	that	you	can	find	out	exactly	what	happened.

When you understand the problem, apologize sincerely and then provide a solution or alternative, using your product 
knowledge.		Avoid	any	sense	that	you	are	being	critical	of	mis-handled	or	mis-stored	product.

An	excellent	way	to	provide	this	kind	of	information	is	just	to	begin	by	saying:	“Next	time…,”	and	then	proceed	to	
give the correct or missing information.  Your manager will explain your policy on replacing product.  Call your man-
ager immediately if you cannot handle the situation.

Don’t forget that it’s harder to satisfy a customer who has a complaint, or who has had a bad experience.  But when you 
do, you have created a loyal customer, one who will continue to shop your department not only because of the quality 
of your merchandise, but because you care about your customers as individuals.

Opportunity

• Care/compassion

• Smile

• Listen
Once you understand

• Apologize

• Offer solution

• Alternatives
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A	simple	“sorry”	is	not	enough.	A	satisfying	apology,	in	this	case,	should	include	the	following:

Take responsibility . Sometimes we shrink from doing this. Instead, we try to downplay or dismiss the problem. When 
I	found	a	beetle	in	my	salad	once,	the	waitress	airily	responded:	“What	do	you	expect?	It’s	organic.”	In	fact,	according	
to one study, people are less likely to be litigious if the wrongdoer offers a full apology.

Empathize .	I	found	“a	small,	gray,	very	wriggly	worm”	on	a	piece	of	lettuce	that	accompanied	a	takeout	burger.	I	took	
the burger back to the restaurant, but the worm had disappeared. “People looked at me like I was crazy. Then someone 
saw	it	on	my	sleeve.”	Nonetheless,	I	still	patronize	the	restaurant,	because	the	manager	called	me	at	home	and	offered	
a	“distraught”	apology.	“His	tone	won	me	over.	He	sounded	very	upset.”

Identify the source . Show	you	taking	steps	to	find	the	source	of	the	problem	and	fix	it.	The	customer	wants	to	know	it	
won’t	happen	again.”	If	the	market	can	pinpoint	the	source,	it	reassures	the	customer,	proving	the	entire	business	isn’t	
filthy	and	infested.	I	once	ordered	a	Manhattan	that	was	“swimming	with	ants.”	Eventually,	the	bartender	discovered	
that	the	ants	were	in	the	vermouth.	“I	was	weirdly	satisfied.	…	Once	the	mystery	was	solved,	I	could	relax.”

Obviously, I shouldn’t pay for the tainted product . And most likely I won’t want another one, even if it’s free. But I 
should be compensated for my distress by giving me something else. This offer might be a bottle of wine or a gift 
voucher. Whatever our offer is, let’s be certain we surprise the customer with something they consider valuable. This 
makes economic sense. A repeat customer is far less expensive than a new one. Then I would apologize again. That 
way, however traumatic my event was, it ends on a sweet note.
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